Now, when you want to interview with a major force in America's research and development community you only have to sign up once.

AT&T's R&D effort...

is constantly pushing back the frontiers in the areas of photonics, micro-electronics, computer hardware and software development, with applications in switching, transmission, networks, military systems, business systems and manufacturing systems. We also work in the areas of energy extraction, conversion and combustion.

Our Mission...

is to advance fundamental research in the physical sciences, material sciences, communication sciences, information sciences and manufacturing sciences to provide technology for the marketplace.

We want to talk to...

BS, MS, or PhD degree students in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Systems Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Operations Research, Nuclear Engineering, Applied or Engineering Mechanics, Human Factors, Physics, and Material Chemistry, as well as MBAs with a BS or MS in Engineering. BS/MS candidates must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents. Citizenship is required for employment at Sandia National Laboratories.

Our facilities are located...

In New Jersey, Illinois, California, Colorado, Georgia, Indiana, Massachusetts, New Mexico, Ohio and Pennsylvania.

We will be on campus...

October 23, 24 & 25

Check with the Placement Office for details

An equal opportunity employer

AT&T Research & Development

We've made it easier

The right choice.